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Bermuda Sunrise 
45” x 45”  

Easily made larger 
 
 
SUPPLY LIST 
      
MACHINE: If not provided for you - your machine, cleaned, oiled and with a 
  new needle, extension cord, 1/4" foot 
 
THREAD: Neutral color cotton on top and in bobbin 
 
CUTTING: Rotary cutter with sharp blade, small mat (to accommodate 10” block), and a 
  small square ruler at least 9-1/2”  
 
FABRIC:  72 sets of two matching 6” squares    (See below for what’s in the kit) 
  You can also use 6-1/2” squares—just be consistent with what you cut—either works 
  Optional - additional sets of three matching 2” squares (6-12 sets) 
 
  Note - if you don’t have enough fabrics, you can use the same fabric twice.   
  Having a few extra sets won’t hurt so you have more color options - or -  
  you might be able to swap with someone.  
 
  Have a nice selection of lights, mediums & darks 
 
  No large prints, checks or stripes - batiks look the best, but tone on tones/small prints work too 
 
MARKING: Chalk pencil or chaco liner for drawing diagonal lines 
     
ETC.  Basic quiltmaking tools  -  pins, scissors, etc. 
 

 
Instructor will have a limited number of starter packs of (12) pair of extra 

 6” batik squares available in class for $12.00 per pack - this is enough for one row of blocks. 
 

SWAP AREA  -  Pin a pair of 6” or 6-1/2” squares together and put in the swap area of the class.   
You can then choose a different pair.  Only swap fabrics that you would want to receive.   

 
 

REQUIRED CLASS KIT:  $20.00 payable to instructor in class 
 

Includes full color pattern, class handout and one starter pack of 12  
pair of 6” batik squares (enough for one row of block). 

 
Please call or email me if you have any questions:  

 
Linda J. Hahn 

lawnquilt@aol.com 
www.froghollowdesigns.com 


